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Are you looking for an MSP community to help grow your business? 
You’ve come to the right place.




Network Group is a Vibrant Community of Ambitious MSPs, IT Resellers and Retailers
Owned by the members, for the members, we are a truly engaged community that come together for the greater good, to help one another and their businesses grow and improve. Opportunity, commercial advantage and a trusted to space to share and receive information are some of the key advantages for those who are fortunate to be Network Group members. Our members are committed to working collaboratively, sharing knowledge and best practice for the benefit of all in the Group.

Join Our Network

[image: ]Become a member
Our members benefit from Network Group making its members the key focus, and what will be of the most advantage and relevance in a fast-paced and ever-changing industry.


Access to highly competitive pricing

Increased visibility through powerful marketing

Shared resources, training and best practises
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[image: ]Become a partner
The relationships we forge with our channel partners are of huge importance to us. Our approach is to co-develop, co-deliver and collaborate to bring the best for our community.


Direct access to our members and events

Mutually aligned business strategies

Support to take your products and services to market
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Community & Collaboration

Our focus is on building trusted relationships so that as people learn together, they can help each other, collaborate, keep each other on track, share experiences and progress.  The community come together four times a year at our quarterly member events, with additional touch points through our facilitated peer groups and weekly check-ins.



Innovation & Learning 
One of the most powerful tools we provide is a facilitated forum for knowledge exchange and personal & professional development, via a carefully curated mix of peer mentoring, vendor-led content, thought leadership and business maturity sessions.




New Opportunities
We seek out the right solutions and opportunities to grow your business and help you become more profitable. We have excellent relationships with preferred partners and distributors, giving you access to new products and services, so you stay ahead.



Purchasing Power
An exclusive one-point contact for your product and service requirements, with access to highly competitive pricing, volume purchasing agreements and exceptional commercial terms, including exclusive offers & rebates that might normally be out of reach.




,, 
Network Group is so much more than a buying group, it is a community of like-minded professionals that I can trust and learn from. As a sole director of an IT company, NG gives me a trusted source of reference on all aspects of running a business, like mine. Our success comes from our strength in numbers and the consistent influx of new knowledge and ideas, ensuring that these strong principles are carried forward for the benefit of all.
- Mostyn Thomas, Managing Director, Astrix
,, 

Our next event


Channel Live 2024
Wednesday
, 
20
March 2024

9:00 am
to
5:00 pm

The NEC, Birmingham
Channel Live 2024 20-21 March 2024 | The NEC, Birmingham
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Our Latest News

Events


Join our PowerShell Bootcamp at Wembley
N-able will be running a 2.5-hour PowerShell Bootcamp taking place on Wednesday 24th April, and it’s not one to miss. Find out all you need to know about the bootcamp and how to sign up.

Read More >>>



Announcements


Telco To Go goes from strength to strength as new starter, Charlie Black joins the team
Telco To Go, the thriving telecoms division of Network Group, proudly announces the addition of Charlie Black to its team as Sales and Service Administrator. 

Read More >>>



Awards


Network Group Awards 2024 – Shortlist Announced 
The 15th annual Network Group Exhibition, Gala & Awards is just around the corner, taking place at the iconic Wembley Stadium on April 25th. 

Read More >>>






Join an award winning network
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Follow Network Group 
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Privacy Notice



Copyright ©  NBG Ltd. All rights reserved.


Company Number 02895088. Registered in England, Wales, Scotland and RoI.

Website proudly built and maintained by Sprint Online - Surrey's Freshest Digital Marketing Agency.


By clicking “Accept All Cookies”, you agree to the storing of cookies on your device to enhance site navigation, analyze site usage, and assist in our marketing efforts. View our Cookies Policy for more information.
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Privacy Preference Center

When you visit websites, they may store or retrieve data in your browser. This storage is often necessary for the basic functionality of the website. The storage may be used for marketing, analytics, and personalization of the site, such as storing your preferences. Privacy is important to us, so you have the option of disabling certain types of storage that may not be necessary for the basic functioning of the website. Blocking categories may impact your experience on the website.

Reject all cookiesAllow all cookies
Manage Consent Preferences by Category

Essential
Always Active

These items are required to enable basic website functionality.

Marketing

Essential

These items are used to deliver advertising that is more relevant to you and your interests. They may also be used to limit the number of times you see an advertisement and measure the effectiveness of advertising campaigns. Advertising networks usually place them with the website operator’s permission.

Personalization
Essential

These items allow the website to remember choices you make (such as your user name, language, or the region you are in) and provide enhanced, more personal features. For example, a website may provide you with local weather reports or traffic news by storing data about your current location.

Analytics
Essential

These items help the website operator understand how its website performs, how visitors interact with the site, and whether there may be technical issues. This storage type usually doesn’t collect information that identifies a visitor.

Confirm my preferences and close









